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abstract
in a world where the population and many economies are expanding rapidly the demand for freight 
transport keeps rising accordingly. as more goods are transported by a growing number of freight 
vehicles, in particular trucks and sea vessels, their already considerable negative environmental impact 
also rises. technology advances, but demand growth (partially) counteracts its positive impact on fuel 
consumption and emissions. in road transport, co

2
-emissions keep rising, while emissions of no

x
 and 

pm
10

 have been reduced, at least in those countries where the most advanced engine technologies are 
used, although locally serious problems may remain. in areas where such technologies are not available, 
more freight transport means higher emissions and negative health effects. sea shipping sees increasing 
emission levels overall. maritime transport and trucking dominate intercontinental freight transport. 
modernisation of railways and roads offers opportunities to reduce emissions by using rail for part of 
the journey. in a market setting, this means that transport providers have to redesign transport chains. 
some have done this already, while others are increasingly interested. to assess the potential, the fol-
lowing main research question was addressed: is it possible to reduce emissions of co

2
, no

x
 and pm

10
 

by replacing the maritime leg of a transport service by road and/or rail transport in the corridor antwerp 
(belgium) – shanghai (china) without logistic penalties? various combinations of trucking, sea and rail 
transport were fed into a simulation model to estimate the accompanying emissions and trip times. the 
new services offer a complex range of positive and negative impacts; hence governments should care-
fully consider their support. in a simulation study only a very stylised representation of these services 
can be modelled. this leads to an advice for a more in-depth study to include additional (technical, 
service and cost) data.
Keywords: Intercontinental freight transport, fuel consumption, emissions, trip time, simulation, evaluation.

1 introduction
economic development is not evenly spread around the globe, on the contrary. many south-
east asian economies grow very fast [1] because of a growing population, rise of the middle 
class (accelerating consumption and production). they house the world’s major producers of 
goods, which are strongly supported by government. there are also countries with a stagnat-
ing or declining population and (related) structural economic and political challenges, yet 
most of their citizens (still) enjoy a high standard of living compared to the rest of the world. 
the european union has many of such member states [2].

Intercontinental freight transport
the geographical distance between (final) production and (final) consumption of goods 

means that massive amounts of goods are traded and transported around the globe. mari-
time transportation is dominant [3]. countries separated by large water masses (oceans, seas) 
heavily rely on sea shipping as main carrier. ocean shipping takes place with container ships 
circulating along sea routes, calling at several very large ports. port calls take at least a day 
for (un)loading. sea routes are long, while the weather adds logistic uncertainty. currently 
a container vessel may take up to six weeks to sail between a port located at china’s east 
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coast to a port in western europe, a route of up to 20,000 km [4]. trucks, trains and barges 
are used to transport smaller volumes. trucks are usually necessary for the first and final leg 
of a multimodal transport service. the actual choice of main transport mode(s) may differ 
because of local conditions, such as (access to) ports, available land and sea routes, logistic 
parameters (time, cost, volumes) and preferences of the logistic partners involved. contain-
ers have become a very popular loading unit due to their standard sizes, their protective and 
efficient (multimodal) handling capabilities [5].

Eurasian countries
this paper will focus on eurasia, a very large landmass with the european union in the 

west and china and the russian federation in the east. transport over very long distances 
between east and west can take place over land, but it is complex, due to the administrative, 
political and infrastructure-technical differences between them. the quality of the infrastruc-
ture networks and services may also differ substantially. such conditions hold in particular in 
rail transport, but roads may also differ locally. the terrain may present challenges, as many 
of these countries have mountain areas. sometimes infrastructure networks are not directly 
connected or partially non-existent, as is the case with barge transport.

governmental infrastructure policies have led to substantial improvements in eurasia. in 
europe, the trans-european networks (ten) initiative is well underway. its projects are 
financed by the eu and/or european investment banks. works are undertaken by local or 
european construction companies [6]. in china, the government is developing inland infra-
structures (rail, road, inland waterways and (air)ports) at an impressive pace. one of the aims 
is to spread economic development more evenly. especially its western part could reap eco-
nomic benefits from improved infrastructure. many other asian countries are also improv-
ing their infrastructure. infrastructure connected with china is also known as belt & road 
initiatives (bri) or new silk route(s) (nsr). chinese state-owned banks and rail and road 
construction companies are involved in projects to renovate existing and build new infra-
structure corridors outside china. a budget of 1 trillion usd was connected with the bri, 
which is presented as a global design with attention for hard and soft infrastructures. most 
of the construction work is carried out by chinese companies, hence the first order benefits 
befall the chinese partners. the countries passed may receive second order (more durable) 
economic benefits from the new infrastructure and trade routes in terms of local employment, 
tax income and higher economic growth, at least that is how these projects are presented [7]. 
substantial loans are given to less developed countries, which creates a financial and politi-
cal dependency, especially given the high interest rates and related default risk. the financial 
support by the chinese government primarily seems to serve its own economic and political 
agenda [8]. the dependency of eurasian countries on china’s already dominant industries 
will become even stronger, which is likely to have profound geo-political implications, espe-
cially at a time when the us’ government has a rather different perspective on foreign (eco-
nomic and political) relations than its predecessors [9].

in eu countries strict economic planning is a thing of the past. this contrasts especially 
with china’s 5-year plans as part of a longer-term development agenda [10].

effective and efficient overland connections between china and europe may eventually 
create a partial shift from maritime (or air) to overland transport. the volume of contain-
ers transported between europe and china was about 15 mln in 2017. railways carried 
200,000 teu [11]. with double digit yearly growth figures, the 1 mln teu mark will soon 
be reached. a total of 663 freight train trips was made between chongqing and europe in the 
same year [12].
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Externalities
freight transport also creates considerable negative externalities; damage from infrastruc-

ture construction (destruction and dissection of landscapes) and transport services (climate 
change, air pollution, noise, traffic accidents, congestion) [13].

the aim of this paper is to study how new long distance overland freight services could 
perform in terms of emissions and logistics. this goes along with the following main research 
question: is it possible to reduce emissions of co

2
, no

x
 and pm

10
 by replacing the maritime 

leg of a transport service by road and/or rail transport in the corridor antwerp (belgium) – 
shanghai (china) without logistic penalties?

the following sub-questions are used to answer this main question:

Q1: what are the best routes to transport freight between antwerp and shanghai?
Q2: how could a (combined) transport service for these routes look like?
Q3: what are the co

2
-, no

x
- and pm

10
-emissions related with such a service?

Q4: does a reduction of these emissions warrant support by respective governments of the 
involved countries to further the development of the nsr and related infrastructure?

Q5: what are the broader logistic and traffic implications of a shift from sea to overland 
transport?

2 methodology
several methodological choices were made due to practical reasons. the focus is on freight 
services on the europe-russian federation-china axis. modes considered were sea, road and 
rail. externalities considered are the contribution to climate change (by co

2
 emissions) and 

local air pollution (no
x
 and pm

10
), as far as the available public data allow. the time horizon 

is the year 2025 to allow ongoing improvements of infrastructure and services.
the following steps were taken to reach the main aim of the paper:

– choose the most relevant transport corridors to coincide as close as possible with the ones 
frequently mentioned in scientific and professional literature. those in the eastern part 
of eurasia include branches of the new silk route (nsr). missing data about vehicles, 
routes and services was filled in by assumptions, as will be further explained in section 3.

– modify the existing scenario simulation model to include the studied routes/services, add 
transport modes and fuels as well as emission parameters for co

2
-, no

x
- and pm

10
.

– run the simulation model with the chosen routes and modalities in order to estimate fuel 
consumption, emissions and trip time. 

– evaluate the simulation results quantitatively.
– finally, write policy recommendations based on this evaluation.

a ms© excel© model was used estimate the energy consumption and emissions of the 
chosen freight transport modes in the chosen corridors. fuel consumption is an average based 
on the estimated km ‘driven’ via a specific one-way route. emissions are based on this esti-
mated fuel consumption and emission factors for each fuel. the model consists of:

– a data entry and calibration module allowing changes in user data, e.g. transport means, 
fuels and infrastructure (section) length; 

– matrices with data about fuel consumption, emission factors (ef) and tank-to-wheel (ttw) 
emissions. 
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– a choice box to estimate the emissions of different source mixes to produce electricity; 
– a solver module with policy scenarios as constraints to the linear programming. 

3 scenarios

3.1 introduction

the scenarios help to estimate the fuel consumption, emissions per container (teu) and trip 
time for alternative transport services and routes. relevant logistic and traffic impacts will be 
mentioned as far as data allows.

the reference case would be using a conventional container vessel. the sea link from 
china’s east coast takes about 36 days (6 weeks) [14]. overland alternatives are trucking only 
and rail (with pre-haulage by road). part of the service could also be carried out by short sea 
services (ferries). because of practical reasons, air transport and short sea are not considered 
in the scenarios.

3.2 the new eurasia land bridge (corridor)

this corridor is also known as initiative bri6 among the proposed belt and road initiatives 
by the chinese (national) government [15]. the dotted lines in figure 1 refer to the current 
sea routes. the rather straight overland route is obviously much shorter than the sea route.

in theory, many origin and destination hubs (in ports) could have been chosen for this study. 
to simplify matters, chongqing guoyuan port was chosen as origin in south-east china. this 
city has a free trade port area along the yangtze river and an integrated international airport 
[16]. antwerp port in belgium, europe’s second largest port, is the final destination.

ideally, technical information (actual vehicles used and local condition of infrastructure 
and services, electric power generation) would be freely available. many parties are involved 
in freight transport, which is not a public service. economic and other reasons prevent stake-
holders from sharing (technical) information. sources of information also contradict each 
other. as a way out, a decision was made to standardise on a certain known vehicle class and 
then assume that all services would use this vehicle, either truck, train, vessel or combination.

figure 2 gives an example of the alternative rail corridors (north, centre and south), which 

are about 12,000 km in length.

3.3 scenario a: sea + rail

chongqing as an inland hub needs inland transport to a nearby port. there is the east con-
nection via shanghai (1,443 km). an alternative is to use the southern chongqing-asean 
highway shuttle corridor (5,060 km).

3.3.1 alternative 1: to shanghai by train and then by sea
a choice was made to standardise on a widely used locomotive type, the siemens vectron, 
as information about actually used chinese locomotives is missing. the vectron is available 
with electric and diesel engines and used (on corridor sections) in countries like germany, 
austria and hungary. its technology is also deployed in china. one may assume that  china’s 
main railway lines are electrified, which allows the use of the (most powerful) electric vectron 
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locomotive. one locomotive should have sufficient tractive force to pull a container train of 
up to 84 teu (container equivalent) [18].

table 1 contains the estimated electric power use of a vectron locomotive and related co
2
-

emissions. since the actual grid mix varies during the trip between nuclear, fossil, hydro or 
wind power, emissions of no

x
 and pm

10
 could not be estimated.

it was assumed that a container ship of about 10,000 teu was deployed, sailing with an 
average speed of 18 knots/hour (44,45 km/h). this is the most economical way of steaming 
that still matches the demand of the market.

this implies an average fuel consumption of 100 tons per day. a ship sailing 24 hours 
per day will then cover a distance of around 1,067 km per day. during a 24 day trip towards 
antwerp its main engines burn about 2,457 tons of hfo. all figures are averages, weather 
conditions are assumed to be randomly distributed and locomotive and crew changes are 
assumed to not take additional time.

  a simplification was to skip the impact of port calls and sail on hfo only, opposite to 
[19], which considers the use of mgo/mdo during calls as various countries no longer 
allow hfo use in their littoral waters.

  the vessel carries 10,000  teu during the whole voyage, regardless of the (un)load-
ing cycle in intermediate ports, which complies with an economically optimal use of the 
vessel. table 2 contains the vessel’s emissions. changing fuel source (in multi-fuel engines) 
affects emissions. shore power is hardly available. both would reduce emissions compared 
to a complete voyage undertaken with hfo [19]. this means that the estimates presented 
in tables 2 may overestimate the actual emissions if these cleaner sources would be used 
and their impact on emissions would be monitored effectively. emissions from transhipment 
operations in terminals are excluded as was done in the alternative trip scenarios.

table 1:  estimated emissions of a train service between chongqing and shanghai. (Own 
estimations).

For

estimated emissions in kg

average electric power use (kwh) co
2

no
x

pm
10

84 teu 217 211 – –
1 teu 2.6 2.5 – –

table 2: estimated emissions of a container vessel’s main engines. (Own estimations).

For

hfo: estimated emissions in kg (hfo only)
co

2
no

x
pm

10

10.000 teu 6,230,798 133,660 6,140
84 teu 52,339 1,123 52
1 teu 623 13.4 0.61
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combining rail in china and the sea trip gives table 3.

table 3:  estimated emissions from the full trip chongqing-shanghai-antwerp. (Own 
 estimations).

For

estimated emissions in kg (hfo + electricity)

co
2

no
x

pm
10

84 teu 52.55 ≥1,123 ≥52

1 teu 626 ≥13.4 ≥0.614

3.3.2 alternative 2: to singapore by train
an important logistic reason to develop a southern link [20] (table 4) from chongqing to 
the port of singapore was to prevent the loss of time (up to a month) connected with sending 
goods east by train or truck and then let a container vessel sail additional km. congestion in 
shanghai’s port is already considerable. more trains would worsen the situation.

table 4: detailed train emissions chongqing-singapore (Own estimations based on [21].)

rail section country kwh-used
co

2
 ef*

(kg/kwh) co
2
 (kg)

chongqing-mohan (boten) china 218 0.97 213
mohan (boten)-vientiane laos 64 0.8 51
vientiane-pedang besar thailand 266 0.63 167
pedang besar-singapore 
(woodlands)

malaysia 211 0.75 158

singapore (woodslands) – 
singapore port

singapore 1 0.58 0.6

total per 84 teu 760 422.6

this alternative is known as the chongqing-asean highway shuttle [19]. a train reaches 
singapore after a trip of 5,060 km, passing several south-east asian countries, which are 
therefor also integrated into this bri initiative. it is assumed that electric locomotives would 
be used. table 5 contains the generated emissions of co

2
.

table 5: estimated electric train emissions chongqing-singapore (own estimations).

For
estimated emissions in kg (electricity only)

co
2

no
x

pm
10

84 teu 423 – –

1 teu 5 – –

the estimated emissions from sailing from port of singapore via port of colombo to port 
of antwerp can be found in table 6.
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table 6: estimated emissions of a container vessel’s main engines. (Own estimations).

For

hfo: estimated emissions in kg (hfo only)

co
2

no
x

pm
10

10.000 teu 4,818,753 103,368 4,750
84 teu 40,478 868 40
1 teu 482 10.3 475

combining rail in south-east asia and the sea trip from singapore gives table 7.

table 7:  estimated emissions from a trip chongqing-singapore-antwerp. (own 
 estimations).

For 1)

estimated emissions in kg (hfo + electricity + diesel)

co
2

no
x

pm
10

84 teu 40,901 868 40
1 teu 487 10.33 0.48

note: (1) for comparison with table 7, the 10,000 teu values are left out.

3.4 scenario b: rail only

it was assumed that rail was used for the whole trip. pre-haulage by truck to a rail terminal 
(port) and its emissions was not considered because of lack of local road maps and hence 
distances. estimated co

2
-emissions of electric traction can be found in table 8. 

table 8: detailed train emissions chongqing-antwerp. (Own estimations).

distance: 11.179 km
Trajectories country kwh-used

co
2
 ef*

(kg/kwh) co
2
 (kg)

chongqing-Khorgos china 588 0.97 573
Khorgos-troitsk Kazakhstan 228 0.92 211
troitsk-orsha russian 

federation
301 0.51 155

orsha-brest belarus 309 0.61 189
brest-frankfurt (oder) poland 103 1.2 123
frankfurt (oder)-
mönchengladbach

germany 94 0.67 63

mönchengladbach-antwerp belgium 23 0.22 5
total (84 teu) 1,646 1,319
total (1 teu) 16

the lack of data about the grid mix in each region/country excludes an estimation of no
x
- 

and pm
10

-emissions. in reality, electric locomotives use ‘green’ electricity in germany, but 
this is omitted due to the lack of data about the grid mix in the other countries.
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another assumption is that switching between normal rail gauge (1,435 mm) and broad 
gauge (1,680 mm, mainly russian federation and belarus) will be taken care of technically 
(by using flexible axes or trans loading) without a major time penalty or additional emissions. 
it is also assumed that the russian federation allows all goods categories to be shipped by 
train. otherwise a detour of some 400 km would be needed for the excluded goods categories.

the important logistic hub at Khorgos (Kazakhstan), at the border with china is not elec-
trified, hence diesel locomotives are needed. a vectron diesel can provide these services 
between urumqi (china) and astana (Kazakhstan). with an average emission of 207 g/kwh 
of co2, table 9 shows the higher estimated emissions for the entire 11,179 km trip between 
chongqing and the port of antwerp, with a diesel service between chongqing and astana 
followed by electric traction to the port of antwerp.

table 9:  estimated emissions from a trip chongqing-moscow-antwerp. (own  estimations).

For 1)

estimated emissions in kg (electric and diesel traction)

co
2

no
x

pm
10

84 teu 5,155 21 5

1 teu 61 0.25 0.06

note: (1) for comparison with table 7, 10,000 teu values are left out.

3.5 scenario c: long-distance trucking

at first, trucking the full distance seems rather farfetched for the entire 10,640 km. however, 
long distance trucking exists. a dutch truck operator was the first to travel 6,437 km from 
rotterdam via moscow into western china [22]. china has joined the t.i.r. convention to 
simplify and harmonise the administrative formalities of international road transport [23]. it 
also opened its western border for foreign trucking companies. this will give a major boost 
to road transport to and from china. 

interesting is that the link e30/a2 from moscow to słubice (poland) and further towards 
berlin (germany) runs almost parallel to the railway line. this makes a direct comparison 
between truck and train services possible.

again some standardisation is applied. it is assumed that the whole trip is done with certi-
fied euro 6 truck-trailer sets; the least polluting in europe (table 10). they can carry 2 teu 
per trip. approximately 3,400 liter of diesel is needed to complete a one-way trip. 

table 10:  estimated emissions from a trip chongqing-Khorgos- moscow-antwerp. (own 
estimations).

For

estimated emissions in kg (diesel truck)

co
2

no
x

pm
10

2 teu 9,023 37 9
1 teu 4,512 18.5 4.5
84 teu 378,966 1,554 378

alternative fuels were not considered given the lack of dedicated ‘green’ trucks, their lim-
ited range and lack of charging network.
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3.6 comparison

table 11 compares the service and route alternatives. the estimated trip times are based on 
external sources. they depend on many factors, including technical, traffic conditions, legal 
and weather conditions and as such may vary considerably. nonetheless, rail scores best in 
environmental performance. it is comparable to road in trip time. if pre- and end haulage 
(aspects of flexibility and accessibility) towards the train service would be included then the 
rail alternative emits more and the gap between rail and road would become smaller. but, 
this can be prevented if the ‘diesel island’ around Khorgos was electrified; an example of a 

relatively modest cross-border improvement [24] with clear environmental benefits.

table 11: comparison of scenario results chongqing-antwerp. (own estimations).

estimated co
2
-emissions for 1 teu in kg time (days) [11; 22]

rail (e) rail (d) sea truck total
direct 16 89 4,512 10–15
direct 61 10–15
shanghai 2.6 623 625.6 35–55
singapore 28 487 515 33–55
singapore 5 487 492 33–55

sailing via current routes takes 2–3 times longer than the overland alternatives. the logistic 
consequences of replacing a container ship are major (table 12). the required additional number 
of land vehicles (and already scarce) drivers can be staggering. it is also a question whether rail 
and roads have the capacity reserves needed to serve a much larger number of vehicles. many 
roads and mainlines in western europe already experience serious capacity bottlenecks.

table 12: comparison of load capacity chongqing-antwerp (own estimations).

shipping 10,000 teu
units penalties

container ship 1
trains 119 time, congestion, organisation
trucks 5,000 time, congestion, organisation

rail and road will be used more in future, but it is very unlikely that a real dent is made in 
the volume shipped by sea given the massive volumes transported.

3.7 evaluation

it was a major challenge to (re)construct the various trip/route scenario’s due to very limited 
public data. almost all maps contain data about passenger services. freight trains may often 
take different routes due to government regulations, geopolitics, infrastructure limitations, 
maintenance or reconstruction. references about existing rail freight service contradict each 
other in various ways, including basic data such as trip distances and nodes served by the 
train services. western software such as googlemaps is does not function in china. the 
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electric power mix per rail leg is not known (in english), nor are the local performance 
characteristics of locomotives. emission estimates are based on a set of consistent assump-
tions. the simulation model does not incorporate micro-details such as the impact of idling, 
variations in train length, load-density etc. on energy consumption and emissions [25], but 
is based on a given train length and average energy consumption data per train set (84 teu; 
gross weight) as determined by the locomotive manufacturer after millions of railway miles. 
but, the estimates are a globally correct. they may help policy makers to better understand 
the real impact of the new service offerings. 

4 conclusions
the answer to the main research question is that a reduction of the emissions of co

2
 is pos-

sible by replacing the maritime leg of a transport service by land transport. the estimations 
of no

x
 and pm

10
 should be used with some caution given the uncertainty surrounding the 

fuel sources of the electric power grid. still, rail scores best given the assumptions used. it 
will score even better if all railways involved would use ‘green’ electricity as do currently the 
german (and dutch) railways.

railways do not necessarily need large investments in new infrastructure to become more 
competitive. electrification of ‘diesel islands’ has logistic benefits and reduces emissions. 
streamlining of (cross-border) operations by harmonised legislation (a bri instrument) is 
again a crucial element. shorter waiting times reduce idling of locomotive engines and lead 
to lower emissions. 

if a container vessel would be replaced by a multitude of trains and trucks then consider-
able logistic and traffic implications may occur. rail and road networks may need major 
expansion, especially in areas already suffering from congestion. many more trucks, loco-
motives and wagons are needed, let alone a much higher number of already scarce drivers. 
but, congestion in port areas may be reduced. sea shipping is under pressure to reduce its 
emissions, but this may take years to happen. fuel consumption may be reduced by slow 
steaming, but this has a logistic penalty, because it doubles the voyage times.

as the new services offer such a complex range of positive and negative impacts, governments 
should carefully consider support for the new rail and road alternatives offered by the nsr.
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